Abstract. To study the effect of boundaries on diffusion of new products, we introduce two novel analytic tools:
1. Introduction. Diffusion of new products is a fundamental problem in marketing [16] . More generally, diffusion in social networks has attracted the attention of researchers in physics, mathematics, biology, computer science, social sciences, economics, and management science, as it concerns the spreading of "items" ranging from diseases and computer viruses to rumors, information, opinions, technologies and innovations [18, 15, 19, 1, 17, 2] . The first mathematical model of diffusion of new products was proposed in 1969 by Bass [3] . In the Bass model, an individual adopts a new product because of external influences by mass media, and internal influences by individuals who have already adopted the product. Bass wrote a single ODE for the number of adopters in the market as a function of time, and showed that its solution has an S-shape. This classical paper inspired a huge body of theoretical and empirical research [20] . Most of these studies also used ODEs to model the adoption level of the whole market. More recently, diffusion of new products has been studied using discrete, agent-based models (ABM) [8, 10, 11, 12, 13] . This kinetic-theory approach has the advantage that it reveals the relation between the behavior of individual consumers and the aggregate market diffusion. In particular, discrete models can allow for a social network structure, whereby individuals are only influenced by their peers. Most studies that used a discrete Bass model with a spatial structure were numerical (e.g., [12, 9, 5] ). To the best of our knowledge, an analysis of the effect of the network structure on the diffusion of new products was only done in [8] for the discrete Bass model, and in [7] for the discrete Bass-SIR model. Thus, at present there is limited understanding of the effect of the social network structure on the diffusion.
In this paper we present the first study of boundary effects in the discrete Bass model. Our motivation comes from products that diffuse predominantly through internal influences by geographical neighbors, such as residential rooftop solar systems [4, 14] . For such products, it is reasonable to approximate the social network by a two-dimensional grid, in which each node represents a residential unit. Previous studies of the discrete Bass model on two-dimensional networks avoided boundary effects by imposing periodic boundary conditions [6, 7, 8] . In that case, all nodes are interior and are influenced from all sides by the adjacent nodes. In practice, however, some residential units (nodes) lie at the boundary of the municipality. In addition, some interior residential units are separated by a physical barrier (river, highway) from adjacent units. Therefore, real two-dimensional networks are not periodic, but rather have exterior and possibly also interior boundaries.
The goal of this paper is to study the role such boundaries play in the diffusion of new products. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the discrete Bass model. Section 3 introduces several analytic tools that are used in the subsequent analysis. As in [8] , translation invariance (Section 3.1) simplifies the analysis on periodic networks. The methodological contribution of this paper consists of two novel principles: (i) The dominance principle (Section 3.2) identifies pairs of networks for which the adoption in the first network is slower than in the second network, and (ii) The indifference principle (Section 3.3) enables the explicit calculation of the adoption curve on various networks, by identifying edges which have no effect on the adoption probabilities of certain sets of nodes.
In Section 4.1 we use the indifference principle to simplify the explicit calculations of onesided and two-sided diffusion on the circle, which where first done in [8] . In particular, we recover the result that on the circle, one-sided and two-sided diffusion coincide. In Sections 4.2 and 4.3 we use the indifference principle to obtain new results, namely, the explicit calculation of one-sided and two-sided diffusion on a line, and on a hybrid network of a circle with a ray. In Section 4.4 we prove our main result that on the line, one-sided diffusion is strictly slower than two-sided diffusion. Since one-sided and two-sided diffusion on the circle coincide, the difference between one-sided and two-sided diffusion on the line is purely a boundary effect. This insight explains a previous finding [7] that when adopters are allowed to recover (i.e., to become non-contagious), one-sided diffusion on the circle is slower than two-sided diffusion. Indeed, once consumers begin to recover, the circle is broken into several disjoint lines. Since one-sided diffusion on each of these lines is slower than two-sided diffusion, so is the overall diffusion.
In higher dimensions, the explicit calculation of the aggregate diffusion is an open problem. Numerical simulations suggests that the behavior is similar to the one in the one-dimensional case, namely, one-sided and two-sided diffusion are identical when the network is periodic, but that one-sided diffusion is strictly slower than two-sided diffusion when the network is non-periodic (Section 4.5).
2. Discrete Bass model. We now review the discrete Bass model for diffusion of new products [3, 8] . A new product is introduced at time t = 0 to a market with M potential consumers. Initially all consumers are non-adopters. If consumer j adopts the product, she remains an adopter at all later times. Let X j (t) denote the state of consumer j at time t, so that X j (t) = 1, if j adopted by time t, 0, otherwise.
The consumers belong to a social network which is described by an undirected or directed graph, such that node j has a positive weight p j , and the directed edge i → j has a positive weight q i,j . 1 If j did not adopt the product by time t, his probability to adopt it in the interval (t, t + ∆t) is
The parameter p j describes the likelihood of j to adopt the product due to external influences by mass media or commercials. Similarly, the parameter q i,j describe the likelihood of j adopting the product due to internal influences (word of mouth, peers effect) by i, provided that i had already adopted the product and that j can be influenced by i. 2 The level of internal influences experienced by j is the sum of the individual influences of the adopters connected to j.
2.1. Cartesian networks and boundary conditions. In this study we mainly consider diffusion on D-dimensional Cartesian grids. The two-dimensional case is relevant for products that spread predominantly through internal influences by geographical neighbors, such as residential rooftop solar systems [4, 14] . The one-dimensional case has the advantage that it can be solved explicitly, and is conjectured to serve as a lower bound for all other networks [8] .
We consider the homogeneous case where all nodes and all edges have the same weights, and the adoption probability reads
as ∆t → 0, where n j (t) is the number of adopters connected to j at time t, and k D is the number of consumers connected to j (the degree or in-degree of node j).
We consider both two-sided diffusion, where each node can be influenced by its k D = 2D nearest neighbors, and one-sided diffusion, where each node can be influenced by its k D = D nearest neighbors. The internal influence of each adopter on a connected potential adopter is q/2D in the two-sided case, and q/D in the one-sided case. In the latter case, the diffusion is one-sided in each of the D coordinates.
For each of these two cases, we consider two types of boundary conditions: Periodic BC. When we want to avoid boundary effects, we assume periodicity in each of the D coordinates (i.e., the domain is a D-dimensional torus). In this case, all nodes have the same degree. Non-periodic BC. When we allow for boundary effects, the domain is a D-dimensional box B D . We can visualize this case as though we embed the box B D in a larger domain, and set X j (t) ≡ 0 for all nodes outside B D . Therefore, we effectively have a Dirichlet boundary condition at ∂B D . 3
1 If the graph is undirected, then qi,j = qj,i. 2 qi,j = 0 if there is no edge from i to j. 3 See, e.g., (2.5b) and (2.6b).
Since the degree of the boundary nodes can be smaller than that of the interior ones, and all edges have the same weight of q/2D in the two-sided case and q/D in the onesided case, see (2.2), the maximal internal influence experienced by boundary nodes can be smaller than that of the interior ones.
1D networks.
We describe the four network types in the one-dimensional case with M nodes. One-sided circle. Each consumer can only be influenced by her left neighbor ( Figure 1A) . Therefore, if j ∈ {1, . . . , M } has not yet adopted at time t, then
where by periodicity
Two-sided circle. Each consumer can be influenced by her left and right neighbors (Figure 1B) . Therefore, if j ∈ {1, . . . , M } has not yet adopted at time t, then
One-sided line. Each consumer can only be influenced by her left neighbor ( Figure 1C) . Therefore, if j ∈ {1, . . . , M } has not yet adopted by time t, then
Two-sided line. Each consumer can be influenced by her left and right neighbors (Figure 1D) . Therefore, if j ∈ {1, . . . , M } has not yet adopted at time t, then Prob j adopts in (t, t + ∆t)
3.1. Translation Invariance. We can simplify the analysis on periodic Cartesian domains by utilizing translation invariance: Then the probability for adoption is the same for all nodes, i.e., Prob(X j (t) = 1) is independent of j. Therefore, for any j,
More generally, the adoption probabilities of a set of nodes are invariant under translation. For example, let us denote by S one/two-sided k (t; M ) the probabilities that nodes j + 1, j + 2, . . . , j + k did not adopt by time t in one-sided and two-sided circular networks with M nodes, respectively. By translation invariance, S one/two-sided k are independent of j. Therefore,
Obviously, translation invariance is lost in the non-periodic case. Since S one-sided [8] , we sometimes drop the superscripts and denote
For k = 1, we sometimes drop also the subscript and denote
Since S is the probability to be a non-adopter by time t on (one-sided or two-sided) circular networks, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that
where f circle is the expected fraction of adopters in (one-sided or two-sided) circular networks. 4 3.2. Dominance principle. for all i = j.
We say that A ≺ B if at least one of these M 2 inequalities is strict.
Proof. Assume first that A B. Let t n = n∆t. For node j in network A, define the random variable
Let us define a specific realization X A j (t n ) of X A j (t n ) as follows:
• sample a random vector
Define X B j (t n ) and X B j (t n ) in the same manner. We claim that if we use the same sequence {ω n } ∞ n=1 for X A j and X B j , then
The result will follow from (3.4), because
To prove the induction step, we only need to consider the case X A j (t n ) = X B j (t n ) = 0. Now
where the first inequality follows from the induction assumption. Hence if
, and so X B j (t n+1 ) = 1 as well. The extension of the proof for the case where A ≺ B goes as follows. It is easy to verify that for some sequences {ω n } ∞ n=1 , nodes j in B and in A adopt at the same time, while for other sequences (that have a positive measure) node j in B adopts strictly before node j in A. There are, however, no sequences {ω n } ∞ n=1 for which node j in A adopts before node j in B. An immediate consequence of the dominance principle is Corollary 3.4. If network B is obtained from network A by adding links with positive weights, then f A (t) < f B (t) for t > 0.
We can generalize the dominance principle to subsets of the nodes.
Lemma 3.5 (Generalized dominance principle). Let S
A,B Ω (t) denote the probabilities that none of the nodes in Ω adopted by time t in networks A and B, respectively, where
) denote the time of the first adoption in Ω under sequence
Indeed, if we only change the weights of non-influential edges to Ω (see Section 3.3), this will have no effect on S Ω . We can prove a strict inequality, however, if we increase the weights of influential edges. For example, we have Lemma 3.6. Let S k be given by (3.2). Then
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5.
Indifference principle.
Definition 3.7 (influential and non-influential edges). Consider a directed network with M nodes (if the network in undirected, replace each undirected edge by two directed edges).
Let Ω {1, . . . , M } be a subset of the nodes, and let
, and there is no sequence of directed edges from t to Ω, or 3. s ∈ Ω c , t ∈ Ω c , and all sequences of directed edges from t to Ω go through the node s.
An edge which is not a non-influential to Ω is called "influential to Ω". 5 An illustration of influential and non-influential edges is shown in Figure 2 .
5 Thus, a directed edge s → t is influential to Ω if Figure 2 . Illustrations of influential and non-influential edges. The nodes are divided into two separate sets: Ω and Ω c . Influential and non-influential edges to Ω are denoted by solid red and dashed blue arrows, respectively. The non-influential edges x → y , w → z and u → v in (A) correspond to cases 1,2 and 3 in Definition 3.7, respectively. Lemma 3.8 (Indifference principle). Let S Ω (t) denote the probability that all the nodes in Ω did not adopt by time t in the discrete Bass model (2.1). Then S Ω (t) remains unchanged if we remove or add non-influential edges to Ω.
Proof. We start with two identical networks A and B that have the same nodes {1, . . . , M }, the same external parameters {p i }, and the same internal parameters {q i,j }. Then we add and remove edges in network B that are non-influentials to Ω.
As in the proof of the dominance principle, we consider two specific realizations X A j (t n ) and X B j (t n ) which are produced from the same sequence {ω n } ∞ n=1 . Let j A and j B denote the first node in Ω that adopts in networks A and B, respectively, and let t A and t B be the times at which these adoptions occur. We claim that
The result will follow from (3.5) and (3.6). We prove (3.6) by contradiction. Assume by negation that t B < t A . Then the external influence on node j B at time t B − ∆t in B is greater than in A. Let t 1 < t B be the earliest time where the external influence on j B was greater in B than in A. Then at t 1− := t 1 − ∆t, some node j B 1 in B which has an influence over node j B decided to adopt. Since until t B all of the nodes in Ω are non-adopters in B, we have that j B 1 ∈ Ω c . Since edge j B 1 → j B is influential in B, and no influential edges were added, we conclude that in A, node j B 1 also has an influence over node j B . Hence, at time t 1− node j B 1 in A remains a non-adopter. We now consider the scenario that at time t 1− , node j B 1 decided to adopt in B, but remained a non-adopter in A. By repeating the arguments of the previous stage, we deduce that this is possible only if at some time t 2− < t 1− , some node j B 2 in B which has an influence 1. s ∈ Ω c , and 2. either t ∈ Ω, or there is a sequence of directed edges from t to a node u ∈ Ω which does not go thorough the node s.
over j B 1 decided to adopt. We recall that until time t B all of the nodes in Ω are non-adopters in B. In addition, until time t 1− node j B 1 in B is also a non-adopter. This implies that
By construction, nodes j B , j B 1 and j B 2 are all distinct from one another. Combining the facts that for network B we have that j B 2 ∈ Ω c , that the path j B 2 → j B
1
→ j B consists of distinct nodes only, and that no influential edges were added to B, we get that in A, node j B 2 also has an influence over node j B 1 . Hence, at time t 2− node j B 2 in A remains a non-adopter. By repeating the above argument, we obtain sequences of nodes {j B k }, sets {Ω k }, and times {t k− }, for k = 1, 2, . . .. Since k is arbitrarily large, and the sequence of sets Ω 1 Ω 2 · · · Ω k is strictly increasing, but the number of nodes M is finite, we get a contradiction. In the case of an infinite network, the contradiction can be obtained by observing that t B is reached after a finite number of discrete time steps, but t 1− > t 2− > t 3− > · · · > t k− , and so t k− becomes negative for k sufficiently large.
An immediate consequence of the indifference principle is Corollary 3.9. S Ω (t) remains unchanged if nodes in Ω change their influences on other nodes (both inside and outside of Ω).
the states of j + 1, . . . , j + k are independent, and so
Prob (X m (t) = 0) .
For m = j +1 we have that Prob (X m (t) = 0) = S one−sided (t; M −k +1). For j +2 ≤ m ≤ j +k, since m is not influenced by other individuals, Prob (X m (t) = 0) = S(t; M = 1).
The equation for S(t; M = 1) reads d dt S(t; M = 1) = −pS(t; M = 1), subject to S(t = 0; M = 1) = 1. Therefore,
Hence, the result follows. 
where S two−sided k is given by (3.2).
Proof. By translation invariance, S two−sided k is independent of j. By the indifference principle, we can calculate S two−sided k (t; M ) from the network illustrated in Figure 4B . In that network, the states of the two-node set {j +1, j +k} and the single-node sets {j +2}, . . . , {j +k−1} are independent, and so
Since Prob (X j+1 (t) = 0, X j+k (t) = 0) = S two−sided 2 (t; M −k +2) and Prob (X m (t) = 0) = e −pt for m = j + 2, . . . , j + k − 1, see (3.8) , the result follows. 4. Diffusion in 1D networks. In this section we use the indifference principle to explicitly calculate the diffusion in one-dimensional networks.
Periodic case (circle).
We begin with the one-sided circle: 
Proof. This result was originally proved in [8] . Here we provide a simpler proof, which illustrates the power and beauty of the indifference principle. Let S k (t; M ) denote the probability that k adjacent nodes remained non-adopters by time t in a circle with M nodes, see (3.2) and (3.3a). In [8] , it was shown that f = 1 − S 1 , where S 1 satisfies
Thus, S 1 depends on S 2 . Similarly, S 2 depends on S 3 , etc. Therefore, to close the system in [8] , Fibich and Gibori derived the following system of ODEs for
Here we take a different approach, and close equation (4.2) using the relation (q−p)(q−2p) e −3pt . More generally, it follows by induction from (4.6) that for q = p, 2p, . . . , (M − 1)p,
where
k=1 and B M are constants that depend on p, q, and M . Substituting (4.7) in both sides of (4.6), integrating the right-hand side terms, and equating the coefficients of the exponentials on both sides, gives the result (see Appendix A).
The explicit expression (4.1) for the adoption curve simplifies as M → ∞: Proof. This result was originally proved in [8] . Here we use the indifference principle to provide a simpler proof. Letting M → ∞ in (4.5) gives
Solving this linear first-order ODE and substituting f = 1 − S gives (4.8).
Next, we consider the two-sided circle case.
Lemma 4.3 ([8])
. The expected fraction of adopters on the two-sided circle with M nodes, see (2.4), is identical to that on the one-sided circle, i.e., Proof. This result was originally proved in [8] . Here we again provide a different proof which makes use of the indifference principle. We recall that in [8] it was shown (for both the one-sided and two-sided cases) that S (t; M ) is given by (4.2), and that
To close the ODEs system in the two-sided case, we use the indifference principle to get S 3 (t; M ) = S 2 (t; M − 1)e −pt , see (3.9). Plugging this in (4.11) yields (4.12)
for M ≥ 3. In addition, the equation for S 2 (t; M = 2) reads d dt S 2 (t; M = 2) = −2pS 2 (t; M = 2), subject to S 2 (0, M = 2) = 1, and so
Therefore, if we substitute S 2 (t; M ) = e −pt g(t; M − 1) in (4.12), we get that g(t; M ) satisfies the same recursion relation as S one−sided (t; M ), see (4.5). In addition, g(t; M = 1) = e pt S 2 (t; M = 2) = e −pt = S one−sided (t; M = 1).
Therefore, it follows that g(t; M ) = S one−sided (t; M ). Hence,
where in the last equality we used (3.7). Since for both the one-sided and two-sided cases, S (t; M ) is given by (4.2), it follows from (4.13) that S two−sided (t; M ) = S one−sided (t; M ), and so (4.9) follows. The limit (4.10) follows from (4.9) and (4.8).
Thus, the aggregate diffusions on the one-sided and two-sided circle are identical, as is confirmed numerically in Figure 5A . Therefore, from now on we drop the superscripts and denote 
Non-periodic case (line).
We now use the indifference principle to derive an explicit expression for the adoption curve on the one-sided line: 
where f circle (t; p, q, j) is given by (4.1) with M = j.
Proof. By the indifference principle, the probability that node j did not adopt by time t is the same in the two networks shown in Figure 6 . By Figure 6B ,
or equivalently Prob(X j (t) = 1) = 1 − S one-sided (t; p, q, M = j) = f circle (t; p, q, j).
Hence, the result follows from (3.1). One-sided diffusion on a line is slower than on a circle. This difference, however, disappears as M → ∞: 
Proof. Relation (4.15) is a consequence of the dominance principle, see Corollary 3.4. We note that if a ∞ := lim n→∞ a n then lim n→∞ 
is the adoption probability of node j in a line with M nodes, f circle is given by (4.1), (4.17c)
and S = 1 − f circle , see (3.3c).
Proof. We first consider the boundary nodes j = 1, M . By the indifference principle, we can calculate the probability that the right boundary node did not adopt by time t using the equivalent network in Figure 7B . Therefore, Prob (X M (t) = 0) = S t; p, q 2 , M . By symmetry, Prob (X M (t) = 0) = Prob (X 1 (t) = 0). Therefore,
Next, we consider the interior nodes j = 2, . . . , M − 1. The evolution equation for Prob (X j (t) = 0) is, see Appendix B, By the indifference principle, we can calculate Prob (X j−1 (t) = 0, X j (t) = 0) from Figure 8B . In that network, the states of j − 1 and j are independent, j − 1 belongs to a one-sided circle with j − 1 nodes, and j belongs to a one-sided circle with M − j + 1 nodes. Therefore, (4.20) Prob (X j−1 (t) = 0, X j (t) = 0) = S t; p, q 2 , j − 1 S t; p, q 2 , M − j + 1 for j = 2, . . . , M . Plugging this into (4.19) and solving the ODE for Prob (X j (t) = 0) yields
where A j (t) is defined in (4.17c). The desired result follows from (3.1), (4.18), and (4.21). Two-sided diffusion is (also) slower on a line than on a circle:
Proof. This is a consequence of the dominance principle, see Corollary 3.4. Figure 9 . A one-sided circle with M − K nodes, from which issues a one-sided ray with K nodes.
Hybrid network (circle with a ray).
We can use the indifference principle to compute the adoption curve on hybrid networks. For example, consider a one-sided circle with M − K nodes, from which issues a one-sided ray with K nodes (Figure 9 ). All nodes and edges have the external and internal parameters of p and q, respectively. Lemma 4.8. The expected fraction of adopters in the hybrid circle-line network is
where f circle is given by (4.1).
Proof. See Appendix C. . In Lemma 4.3 we proved that the one-sided and two-sided diffusion on the circle coincide. This equivalence was confirmed numerically in Figure 5A . Repeating this simulation on the line, however, suggests that one-sided diffusion is strictly slower that two-sided diffusion ( Figure 5B ). To analytically prove this result, it suffices to show that, see (3.1),
Obviously, this result would hold if Prob X two-sided j (t) = 0 < Prob X one-sided j (t) = 0 for j = 1, . . . .M . This, however, is not the case. For example, from the generalized dominance and the indifference principles it follows that Lemma 4.9. Prob X two−sided 1
The key to proving (4.23) is to show that for any pair of symmetric nodes {k, M + 1 − k}, the sum of their adoption probabilities in the one-sided case is smaller than in the two-sided case, i.e.,
We first prove (4.24a) for the boundary nodes {1, M }:
Proof. See Appendix E.
We first provide an intuitive induction-type argument for (4.24a), namely that if ν(t, k − 1, M ) > 0, then ν(t, k, M + 2) > 0. Consider the symmetric pair {k, M + 2 + 1 − k} in a line with M + 2 nodes. If we ignore the influence of the boundary nodes {1, M + 2}, then the adoption probabilities of nodes {k, M + 2 + 1 − k} in a line with M + 2 nodes are given by the adoption probabilities of the symmetric pair {k − 1, M + 1 − (k − 1)} in a line with M nodes. Therefore, by the induction assumption,
To add the influence of the boundary nodes {1, M + 2}, we should only consider the case where their adoptions are external, i.e., not influenced by the nodes {2, M + 1}. Since the external adoptions of nodes {1, M + 2} are identical in both networks, and since the combined influence of the nodes {1, M +2} on the nodes {2, M +1} is the same in both networks, adding their effect does not change the result that ν(t, k, M + 2) > 0.
The rigorous proof of (4.24a) is provided by (t; p, q, M ) < f circle (t; p, q, M ).
Taking the limit M → ∞ and using (4.10) and (4.16) gives (4.26).
Therefore, the equivalence of one-sided and two-sided diffusion requires that the network be periodic. The difference between one-sided and two-sided diffusion initially increases with time, see Figure 5B , as the probability that adopters reach the boundary increases. Since lim t→∞ f = 1 in both cases, however, this difference vanishes as t → ∞.
4.5. D ≥ 2. In higher dimensions, the analysis becomes much harder, and so we resort to numerics. In Figure 10 we simulate the diffusion on a two-dimensional Cartesian grid. In the periodic case (a two-dimensional torus), one-sided diffusion and two-sided diffusion are identical ( Figure 10A ). In the non-periodic case (a two-dimensional square), however, one-sided diffusion is strictly slower than two-sided diffusion ( Figure 10B ). In Figure 11 we observe similar results for diffusion on a three-dimensional Cartesian grid. Therefore, based on Lemmas 4.3 and Theorem 4.12, and Figures 10 and 11 , we formulate Conjecture 4.13. In the discrete Bass model on a D-dimensional Cartesian network: 1. One-sided and two-sided diffusion are identical when the network is periodic. 2. One-sided diffusion is strictly slower than two-sided diffusion when the network is non-periodic. Appendix A. End of proof of Lemma 4.1. Substituting the expression for S(t; M − 1) from (4.7) into the right-hand side of (4.6), integrating, and equating the coefficients of the exponents on both sides of (4.6) gives, after some algebra, (A.1)
Equating the coefficients of e −M pt in (4.7) and (A.1) gives
.
Equating the coefficients of e −(kp+q)t in (4.7) and (A.1) gives
and (A.4)
, where in the second equality we used (A.2). By (A.3) and (A.4), (A.5)
Using (A.3) again, we get that
Plugging (A.6) into (A.5) yields
Relation (4.1a) follows from f = 1 − S and from (4.7), (A.2), and (A.7) with (M − k) −→ k. Plugging (A.7) into (A.8) yields
Making the change of variablesj := k − j in the summation gives (4.1b).
Appendix B. Proof of (4.19). Following [8, proof of Lemma 8], we can obtain from (2.6) that
The configuration {X j (t) = 0, X j+1 (t) = 0} can be written as a union of two disjoint configurations:
Therefore, it probability is the sum of the probabilities of the disjoint configurations:
and (B.4)
Prob (X j (t) = 0) = Prob (X j−1 (t) = 0, X j (t) = 0, X j+1 (t) = 0) + Prob (X j−1 (t) = 1, X j (t) = 0, X j+1 (t) = 0) + Prob (X j−1 (t) = 0, X j (t) = 0, X j+1 (t) = 1) + Prob (X j−1 (t) = 1, X j (t) = 0, X j+1 (t) = 1) . 
which is used in the derivation of (F.9).
Appendix C. Proof of Lemma 4.8.
We first consider node j + k which is not on the circle, where k = 1, . . . , K. By the indifference principle, its probability to be a nonadopter by time t can be calculated from the equivalent network in Figure 12(B) . Therefore, Prob (X j+k (t) = 0) = S(t, p, q, M − K + k), or equivalently
For the M − K nodes on the circle, it can easily be verified that edges j → j + 1 → . . . j + K are non-influentials to any of them. Therefore, by the indifference principle, the probability of such a node j to become an adopter is
Combining (3.1), (C.1), and (C.2) yields the result. Lemma E.2. Let M ≥ 3, and let γ(t, k, M ) := S k (t; p, q, M ) − 2S k+1 (t; p, q, M ) + S k+2 (t; p, q, M ).
Then γ(t, k, M ) > 0 for t > 0 and k = 1, . . . , M − 2.
Proof. By [8, Lemma 7] , γ(t, k, M ) = Prob (X j+1 (t) = 1, X j+2 (t) = 0, . . . , X j+k+1 (t) = 0, X j+k+2 (t) = 1) .
Since the right-hand side is strictly positive for t > 0, the result follows. 8 Lemma E.3. Let M ≥ 2, and let β(t, k, M ) := S k t; p, q 2 , M − S k+1 t; p, q 2 , M − S k t; p, q, M − S k+1 t; p, q, M .
Then (E.1) β(t, k, M ) > 0, t > 0, k = 1, . . . , M − 1.
Proof. We begin by considering the case of M ≥ 3. We prove (E.1) by a reverse induction on k. Thus, we first prove that β(t, M − 1, M ) > 0. Then we show that β(t, k + 1, M ) > 0 implies β(t, k, M ) > 0.
Differentiating β(t, M − 1, M ), and using (4.3) and (E. 
By [8, Lemma 3],
S M −1 (t; M ) − S M (t; M ) = Prob (X 1 (t) = 0, X 2 (t) = 0, . . . , X M −1 (t) = 0, X M (t) = 1) .
Since the right-hand side is strictly positive for t > 0, so is the right-hand side of (E.3). Since β(0, M − 1, M ) = 0, Lemma E.1 implies that β(t, M − 1, M ) > 0 for t > 0. For k < M − 1, assume that β(t, k + 1, M ) > 0 for t > 0. Differentiating β(t, k, M ) and using (4.3) yields When M = 2, β(t, 1, 2) = S 1 t; p, q 2 , 2 − S 1 t; p, q, 2 , since S M is independent of q, see (4.3b). Hence, by Lemma 3.6, β(t, 1, 2) > 0. 9 We now show that S(t; p, q, M ) is monotonically decreasing with M :
Lemma E.4. Let (E.4) α(t, k) := S 1 (t; p, q, k) − S 1 (t; p, q, k + 1).
Then α(t, k) > 0 for t > 0 and k ≥ 1.
Proof.
We proceed by induction on k. Thus, we first prove that α(t, 1) > 0, and then show that if α(t, k − 1) > 0, then α(t, k) > 0.
By (E.4), α(t, 1) = S 1 (t; p, q, 1) − S 1 (t; p, q, 2). Since S 1 (t; p, q, 1) is the probability of a single node with no neighbors to be a non-adopter by time t, then S 1 (t; p, q, 1) = S 1 (t; p, 0, 2). By Lemma 3.6, S 1 (t; p, 0, 2) > S 1 (t; p, q, 2). Therefore, α(t, 1) > 0 . Now, assume that α(t, k − 1) > 0. Differentiating α(t, k) and using (4.3) and (3.7) gives d dt α(t, k)+(p+q)α(t, k) = q [S 2 (t; p, q, k) − S 2 (t; p, q, k + 1)] = qe −pt [S 1 (t; p, q, k − 1) − S 1 (t; p, q, k)] = qe −pt α(t, k − 1). By the induction assumption, the right-hand side is positive for t > 0. In addition, α(0, k) = 0. Therefore, by Lemma E.1, α(t, k) > 0 for t > 0.
We are now ready to prove Lemma 4.10:
Proof of Lemma 4.10. In Lemma 4.4 we proved that (E.5) Prob X one−sided k (t) = 0 = S 1 (t; p, q, k), k = 1, . . . , M.
In addition, in Lemma 4.6 we showed that (E.6) Prob(X two−sided 1 (t) = 0) = Prob(X two−sided M (t) = 0) = S 1 t; p, q 2 , M .
Plugging expressions (E.5) and (E.6) into (4.24b) for k = 1 gives (E.7) ν(t, 1, M ) = S 1 (t; p, q, 1) + S 1 (t; p, q, M ) − 2S 1 t; p, q 2 , M .
Differentiating ν(t, 1, M ) and using (4.3) gives 
